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Popular place 
Applicants like JMU's 
cost and reputation 
By Mark Miller 
staff writer 
More people applied to JMU this 
year than ever, and the reason seems 
to be the university's relatively low 
cost and improving academic reputa- 
tion. 
For at least 11 years the number of 
people applying to JMU has increas- 
ed. 
About 11,700 undergraduate ap- 
plications had been received as of 
last week, which is about 200 more 
than the same time last year. Ap- 
plications must be postmarked by 
Feb. 1 and still are being counted. 
Francis Turner, director of admis- 
sions, said, "We are increasing in 
popularity ... 1 wouldn't be sur- 
prised if we received 12,000." 
Turner said a reason more people 
are applying here is that they are 
considering public rather than 
private institutions for economical 
reasons. 
"It looks to me that the quality (of 
applicants) is stronger than in the 
past," he said. 
Barry Dorsey, assistant director of 
the State Council of Higher Educa- 
tion,    said,    "The   institution   is 
becoming more attractive to Virginia 
residents." , 
JMU has a good reputation and 
good leadership, and students are 
pleased with it, he said. 
Students who like the university 
recommend it to others, and "that's 
the best advertising an institution 
can have," he said. 
JMU        received 11,433 
undergraduate applications for this 
year. In 1982-83, it received 10,257 
applications. 
As the number of applicants has 
increased, a smaller percentage of 
students have been accepted (see box 
on page 2). The percentage of first- 
time students accepted has decreased 
from 48 percent in 1978-79 to 39 per- 
cent in 1982-83. 
This year about 10,000 first-time 
students will apply, but the number 
accepted and enrolled hasn't been 
determined. 
The size of the freshman class will 
depend on dormitory space and the 
number of transfer students ac- 
cepted. Turner said he wants to see 
more freshmen enrolled, but the 
number of transfer students would 
See ADMISSIONS, page 2 ► 
Sliding down the slopes — JMU student 
Chris Pfeifer takes a run on Massanutten's Rebel Yell 
slope Tuesday afternoon. (Photo by Greg Fletcher) 
By Gwen Fariss 
assistant news editor 
Choosing a chief 
of JMU academics: 
Panel narrows list 
to 23 applicants 
A search committee Wednesday narrowed the 
list of candidates for vice president for academic 
affairs to 23. 
Dr. Donald McConkey, committee chairman, 
said the committee read and rated ISO applications 
according to a predetermined rating scale. 
The committee measured six items on a scale of 
one to five. The evaluation form lists the following 
items: 
► Earned doctorate, broad educational 
background. 
► Significant faculty experience and productivi- 
ty. 
►• Senior-level administrative experience. 
► Appropriate scholarly activity. 
► Demonstrated experience in budgeting, pro- 
gram development, personnel activities, planning, 
coordination and communication. 
► Demonstrated ability to work with a variety 
of constituents to promote morale, development, 
excellence, and JMU's purpose. 
On Wednesday, the committee will reread the 23 
applications using the same scale, "but in much 
greater depth," to narrow the list to 10or 12 can- 
didates, McConkey said. 
"On the first cut, we evaluate these candidates 
quantitatively. On the (next) cut, we go through 
and engage in a much more quality evaluation," he 
said. . 
The 10 or 12 names then will be submitted to 
President Ronald Carrier, who will narrow the list 
to about five applicants. 
The candidates Carrier chooses will be inter- 
viewed. Some might be interviewed in the next two 
weeks, but some will be interviewed after spring 
break, which ends March 11. 
"If interview scheduling goes well, we could 
have the final candidates picked by the first of 
April," McConkey said. 
Carrier will submit the namesof final candidates 
to JMU's Board of Visitors, which has final ap- 
proval. 
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Tlinnel VISI0I1 —  Two JMU workers approach the 
tunnel that links campus to the Convocation Center. 
(Photo by Ming Leong) 
MISTAEKES 
Everyone makes mistakes now and then. 
► If you see something in The Breeze that 
warrants correction, or if you have a question 
about coverage policy, call Ian Katz, editor, at 
(433)-6127. 
Or write him at The Breeze, JMU, 
Harrisonburg VA 22807. 
The Breeze listens. 
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Admissions 
»*■ (Continued from page 1) 
I 
have to be decreased. 
Turner also said more students 
will be enrolled in the early action 
program this year than ever. 
Every applicant is considered, and 
those with exceptional high school 
records and college board exams are 
chosen. Students do not request to 
be in the program. 
Here is how other Virginia univer- 
sities are doing in the admissions ap- 
plications numbers game: 
•»• University of Virginia will 
receive about 15,000 first-time stu- 
dent applications, about the same as 
last year, said John Blackburn, assis- 
tant dean of admissions. Last year 
U.Va. received the most applications 
ever — about 14,850 — which was 8 
percent ahead of the previous year. 
•*• Virginia Tech will receive fewer 
applications than in previous years, 
said Nancy Corvjn, assistant director 
of admissions. Virginia Tech has 
received fewer applications each year 
since 1982-83. 
One reason for fewer applications 
is the decreasing number of Virginia 
high school graduates, Corvin said. 
► William and Mary will receive 
about the same number of applica- 
tions as last year, but the number has 
decreased during the past five years, 
said Judy Knudson, assistant dean 
of admissions. 
William and Mary is experiencing 
some "self-selection," Knudson 
said. Some students see the school's 
rigorous requirements and expecta- 
tions and do not apply, she said. 
► According to Andrew Bales, 
director of admissions at Radford 
University, Radford experiences a 3 
to 5 percent increase in applications 
every year. 
+■ University of Richmond's 
number of applicants has generally 
increased in the past 10 years, said 
Bruce Hunter, assistant director of 
admissions. 
► Virginia Commonwealth 
University probably will receive 
about the same or slightly more ap- 
plications than last year, according 
to Horace Woolridge, assistant 
director for recruitment. 
»*• George Mason University also 
should get about the same number of 
applications as last year, which is not 
many more than five years ago, said 
George Gangloff, assistant director 
of admissions. 
■»■ Old Dominion University pro- 
bably will receive about the same 
number of applications as last year, 
according to Mike Smith, manager 
of public information. 
This year JMU has received at least 11,700 applica- 
tions. Here are the numbers for applications received, 
students   accepted   and students  enolled  for  the 
previous five years. 
Year Applied Accepted Enrolled 
1979-80 8,271 4,221 2,152 
1980-81 8,836 4,420 2,254 
1981-82 9,336 4,311 2,232 
1982-83 10,257 4,512 2,256 
1983-84 11,433 4,639 2,348 
SGA file 
By Donna Sawyers 
SGA reporter 
Flip Oe Luea 
The following proposals were rais- 
ed at Tuesday's SGA meeting: 
»> Hoffman Hall senator Dan Caprio 
proposed that the SGA comprise a list of 
students living off campus who would let 
other students stay with them over spr- 
ing break so they could attend the ECAC- 
South basketball tournament. 
The tournament will be March 8 to 10 
Residence halls are closed over break 
which is March 2 to 11. 
The proposal was sent to the Student 
Services Committee. 
»► Logan senator Karen Moore propos- 
ed that a light be put between Gibbons 
Dining   Hall   and   the  Warren  Campus 
The proposal was sent to the Buildino 
and Grounds Committee. 
»> Commuter senator Jeanne Slye Dro- 
posed that the SGA allocate $1,162 to the 
National Collegiate Association for 
Secretaries  to go  to  a  convention  in 
Memphis, Tenn. from March 28 to 31. 
The proposal was sent to the Finance 
Committee. 
*> Commuter senator Tim Cralghead, 
proposed that lights be installed at the 
base of the United States and Virginia 
flags in front of Wilson Hall. Displaying 
the flags at night without lights is 
disrespectful, he said. 
The proposal was sent to the B & G 
Committee. 
■►Commuter senator Joni Shelton 
proposed that dietitian Jean Copper be 
recognized in a letter for her 35 years of 
service here. 
The proposal passed unanimously. 
*• Greek senator Mark Douglas pro- 
posed that varsity athletes should 
receive three physical education credits. 
The proposal was sent to the Cur- 
riculum & Instruction Committee. 
■*• Bell senator Greg Perry proposed 
that the SGA allocate $800 to send the In- 
tervarsity Christaln Fellowship leaders to 
t pamp. 
The proposal was sent to the Finance 
Committee. 
sea 
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House to vote on raising drinking age 
By Donna Sawyers 
SQA reporter 
The General Assembly's General 
Laws Committee voted 12-7 Monday 
to approve a bill, raising the beer- 
drinking age to 21. 
The bill must be approved by the 
House of Delegates and the Senate. 
If approved, the bill will be effec- 
tive July 1, 1984. 
Delegate James " Dillard 
(R-Fairfax), who proposed the bill, 
wants to make the drinking age 
uniform. The drinking age now is 21 
for wine and hard liquor and 19 for 
beer. 
Raising the age will help eliminate 
alcohol in high schools and reduce 
the number of drunken driving ac- 
cidents, he said. 
He said he expects the House to 
pass the bill because 32 delegates 
have co-sighed the bill. When 
delegates co-sign bills, it means they 
favor and probably will vote for 
them, he said. 
There are 100 delegates. 
During the public hearing Mon- 
day, Beth Kesler, a JMU SGA 
Legislative Action Committee 
member, said raising the age "would 
not stop drinking on college cam- 
puses and would lead to wide-spread 
disrespect for the law." 
Dillard agreed that raising the age 
probably would -not stop underage 
college students from drinking. 
"We" drank on campus when the 
age was 21 and unless they 
(Alcoholic Beverage Control of- 
ficials) get out the big guns, frater- 
nities will still have their parties," he 
said. 
The drinking age for beer was 
lowered from 21 to 18 in 1974. 
The Legislative Action Committee 
is opposed to raising the age because 
it was raised to 19 nine months ago. 
Jim Burnett, National Transpor- 
tation and Safety Board chairman, 
said more young people die from 
alcohol-related car accidents than 
anything else. 
In eight of the nine states where 
the drinking age has been increased, 
alcohol-related fatalities of teenagers 
dropped 28 percent. 
Delegate Clifton Woodrum 
(D-Roanoke) said he wanted to wait 
and see the results of raising the age 
to 19. 
"I don't think we've had a chance 
to see the effect of of that statewide 
in Virginia," the committee member 
said. "Changing the law every year 
breeds uncertainty about the law." 
Last year, the House voted 71-27 
to raise the drinking age to 21. The 
Senate refused to approve the bill, so 
the two houses compromised by rais- 
ing the age for drinking beer in 
taverns from 18 to 19. 
If the bill passes the House, it will 
go to the same Senate committee 
that forced the compromise last year 
and last week killed on a 10-4 vote a 
Senate bill that would have raised 
the age for buying beer in a store to 
21. 
The bill would have allowed 
19-year-olds to buy beer to drink on 
the premises. 
Legislative Committee member 
Beth Kesler: Raising the age 
"would not stop drinking on col- 
lege campuses and would lead 
to wide-spread disrespect for the 
law." 
SGA wants peer advising 
By Donna Sawyers 
SGA reporter 
An SGA proposal to allow students to advise 
their peers will be submitted to the Univerity 
Council. 
President Ronald Carrier asked the Faculty Af- 
fairs Commission in September to study the advis- 
ing system here. The students on the commission 
requested peer advising. 
■ 
The   commission's   study   probably   will   be 
presented to the University Council in about two 
weeks. 
Bob George, SGA administrative vice president 
and Faculty Affairs Commission member, will 
submit the SGA's opinion to the commission. 
If approved, students with at least 59 credits and 
a 2.5 quality point average could help faculty with 
advising, George said. 
"Peer advisors would lighten the work load of 
an advisor by doing a lot of the mechanical respon- 
sibilities that an advisor is responsible for," he 
said. Students could check credit hours and make 
course suggestions. 
'Faculty would continue to sign schedule forms, 
he said. 
Hoffman Hall senator Dan Caprio said, "I'm 
not sure the system would work. A lot of informal 
advising goes on anyway." 
In other action at Tuesday's SGA meeting: 
► Chappelear senator Laura Niswander said 
the-faculty-student forum will be held either on 
March 22 or April S. 
Students and faculty will discuss shortening the 
drop-add period, whether all grades should be 
calculated in a student's quality point average, 
grade inflation and whether the Honor Code 
works here. 
a* The senators voted to post the names of 
students making the President's List in Warren 
Campus Center. The list contains about 200 
students with a 3.75 quality point average. 
Where the list will be posted has not been deter- 
mined. 
Niswander proposed Jan. 24 that the Dean's List 
be posted. Those students have earned a 3.25 
QPA. 
Claudia Peters, Curriculum and Instruction 
Committee chairwoman, said about 1,700 students 
make the Dean's List. Posting the President's List 
would be more practical, she said. 
► Buildings and Ground Committee chair- 
woman Helen MacNabb said Phillip Deane, 
building and grounds superintendent said signs will 
be put up by No Parking curbs. 
White Hall senator Bob Houston proposed the 
bill on Jan. 31. He said the yellow paint on the 
curbs had faded. 
»*• The SGA voted in favor of locking residence 
hall doors at 2 a.m. on weekends when visitation is 
over. The doors now are locked at midnight. 
»>• The Food Services Committee killed Greek 
senator Mark Douglas' bill proposing that Greeks 
be allowed to buy limited Gibbons Dining Hall 
contracts. 
Contract Dining Director Hank Moody said if 
he allowed Greeks to buy limited contracts, he 
would have to give all other students the same op- 
tion. 
That option would make resident meal contracts 
more expensive, he said. 
e» Maria Cumming was named Eagle Hall 
senator. Helene McClure said resigned because she 
did not have enough time to thoroughly do the job. 
'Peer advisers would lighten the work load of 
an adviser by doing a lot of the mechanical 
responsibilities... 
* i 
S\r,}» tpa £f1l   )». C C 
Bob George 
administrative vice president 
LEARN TO SCUBA DIVE 
Experience the fantastic 
Underwater World 
CLASSES STARTING SOON 
Open Water and Advanced 
»    PADI & YMCA certifications 
For more information call 
LXATHY S SCUBA, INC 
433-DEEP 
AN TAN TA 
Get a tan now and be ready for Spring Break. 
Our SunTana SunSystem is safer than 
natural sunlight so you will not burn or 
peel, just Tan. Tan. Tan. 
—Only $2.00 a session through February- 
ROLAND'S HAIR DESIGNS 
and 
TANNING CENTER 
95 M. Main St. 434-7060 
JIFFY 66 & MARKET 
Coors 6 pk. reg. & light cans $2.49 
Coors reg. Alight 12pk $4.99 
Old Mil 12 pk $4.19 
Busch 6 pk. cans & btls $2.09 
Busch Natural Light 12pk     $4.19 
Bud 6 pk. cans  $2.49 
Bud & Light 12 pk $4.99 
Heinekcn 6 pk    $3.79 
\Schaefers 6 pk. cans $1.59 
Moosehead and Molson $2.99 
LONG NECKS 
Coors $9,504 Dep. 
Busch $8.49 A Dep. 
Bud  tt   $9.99* Dep. 
National         $5.99&Dep. 
Old Mill $7,994 Dep. 





Blue Ribbon (V4)$15.99 
Busch ('/i)$28.00 
Stroh's    (V4)$28.99 
Old Mill ('/4)$17.99,(V*)$28.99 
Schlitz Malt Liquor ('/4)$28.99 
Milk 1 gal $1 99 
Cigarettes all reg. and 100's Reg.$6.50 
Dr.Pepper, Mt.Dew 6pk. non-returnable $1.89 
Ice   I... .5 lb. 69C..10lb. 99« 
The Phillips 66 on Port Road 433-8559 
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newsfile 
JMU may get 
art museum 
for collection 
JMU soon might have a museum 
to exhibit its art collection. 
The museum would include pain- 
tings, ceramics, wood sculptures and 
suits of armor. 
The university now has no place to 
store or show its collection, said Dr. 
Jay Kain, art department head. "It's 
something we desperately need. The 
need has been here for quite 
awhile." 
The General Assembly Appropria- 
tions Committee must approve plans 
for the museum. JMU should know 
by mid-March if the plans have been 
approved. 
The museum would be located at 
the southwest corner of Main and 
Grace streets, said Dr. Ray Sonner, 
university relations vice president. 
The museum is expected to cost at 
least $500,000, he said. It primarily 
would be financed by a fund-raising 
campaign. 
Most of the funds will be raised on 
a one- to-one basis. "You rely heavi- 
ly on large gifts," he said. 
Funds must come from the cam- 
paign or from the university. There 
will be no state appropriation for it, 
Sonner said. 
— Missy Epps 
D-hall computer 
to reduce costs 
A new computer system could 
save JMU between 5 and 8 percent in 
food costs annually. 
The Food Services Office has leas- 
ed a computer that could reduce 
food costs by $100,000, said R. 
Davis Griffin, food services director. 
The university spends about S2 
million annually on food. 
The computer system would 
enable more economical and ac- 
curate food purchases, he said. The 
computer will store recipes and the 
number of  people expected  at  a 
meal. Using the information, recipes 
can be adjusted to the number of 
diners expected. 
Such information will allow the 
food services office to buy only what 
is needed when it is needed, to buy in 
large quantities and keep inventory 
down by decreasing the amount of 
food spoilage, Griffin said. 
The computer system also can be 
used to give advance purchase re- 
quirements, keep warehouse inven- 
tory, record costs separated into 
categories and for scheduling and 
paying food service employees. 
Leasing the computer system will 
cost JMU $29,000 the first year and 
about $9,600 each following year. 
Griffin said the computer pro- 
bably will be paid for in three and a 
half months. 
Griffin said other universities us- 
ing similar systems have saved 5 to 8 
percent in food costs. 
"We're not doing anything with it 
(the computer) right now. We're 
waiting for a new version of a pro- 
gram to be sent to us," he said. 
Computer science majors might be 
hired to help load information into 
the computer, Griffin said. Loading 
would take four to six months. 
Students skilled in typing for data 
entry may also be hired. 
The food service office is also 
working on acquiring two other 
computers. 
A computer might be purchased 
within a year for Chandler Hall. The 
computer would handle accounts 
received, historical information on 
catering, word processing for 
marketing purposes and scheduling. 
Another free-standing micro- 
computer might be used to store 
ticket sales for the summer dinner 
theatre held in Dining Hall 1. Ticket 
sales totalling 17,000 currently are 
kept on paper by hand. 
— Deborah Supinski 
Commuters hold 
film festival here 
The Commuter Student Commit- 
tee and the University Program 
Board are sponsoring a film festival 
Friday and Saturday nights. 
The film "Flashdance" will be 
shown at Grafton-Stovall Theatre 
Friday night at 7:30 and 10; and 
Saturday at 2, 7:30 and 10 p.m. 
Admission will be $1 plus clothing 
or canned food to be donated to the 
Salvation Army. 
The movie is open to all students, 
faculty and staff. 
Also at Monday's meeting: 
+■ The CSC designated March 19 
to 23 Commuter Awareness Week. 
Tentative plans include an open 
reception and a commuter seminar. 
► Commuter student surveys will 
be mailed out the week of Feb. 12. 
JoAnn Bloomberg, CSC com- 
munity services coordinator, said the 
surveys deal with questions on com- 
muter life, such as landlord pro- 
blems, transportation questions and 
eating establishments in town. 
"We need to get a cross section of 
the needs and desires of the com- 
muter student," she said. 
She expects about 1,500 surveys to 
be returned to the CSC office. 
— Missy Epps 
Music department 
sponsors tour 
The JMU music department is 
sponsoring a western European tour 
for students and alumni this spring. 
The music tour includes visits to 
Munich, Nuremberg, Salzburg and 
Vienna where tourists will be able to 
visit museums and art galleries, at- 
tend concerts and take side trips. 
The tour, scheduled for May 6 to 
19, costs $1,345. 
Students can earn credit for the 
tour or audit it. 
To earn credit, students must 
write a 5,000 word paper and com- 
plete reading and listening 
assignments. 
Between 20 and 40 people are 
needed for the tour. 
Students from other colleges can 
participate. 
Helen Ininger, associate professor 
of music, and and Dr. Charles 
Neatrour, professor  of education, 
are the tour's coordinators. 
For more information call Helen 
Ininger at 433-6180 or 289-5604. 
— Linda Wankow 
Debaters compete 
in tournament 
Two JMU debate teams par- 
ticipated in the 25th Annual Navy 
Debate Tournament held in An- 
napolis, Md. last weekend. 
The team of Jeff Kwiatkowski and 
Brian James lost in the oct-final 
round of the tournament to a team 
from George Mason University. 
They had completed the eight 
preliminary rounds with a 7-1 
record. 
The team of Annetta Clarke and 
Richard Horan compiled a 4-41 
preliminary record before being 
defeated. 
At the competition, 40 teams from 
21 schools participated. 
Appalachian poet 
to speak here 
Appalachian poet George Ella 
Lyon will sped* here Thursday, Feb. 
23 at 8 p.m. in Miller Hall, Room 
101. 
Her presentation is part of the 
Visiting Scholars Program and is 
free and open to the public. 
A Kentucky native, Lyon teaches 
creative writing at the University of 
Kentucky. Much of her poetry 
celebrates life in the Kentucky 
mountains and often contains the 
voices and languages of the Ap- 
palachian region. 
Her poetry has appeared in Ap- 
palachian Journal, Kentucky 
English Bulletin and in other 
regional and national publications. 
Her collection of poetry, "Moun- 
tain," was published by the Andrew 
Mountain Press in 1983. She now is 
working on another book which will 
be the basis of her JMU presenta- 
tion. 
Lyon has a bachelor's degree from 
Centre College, a master's degree 
from the University of Arkansas and 
a doctorate from Indiana University. 
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Sweetheart Haircut Special 
Girls, bring your sweetheart with you 
and he recieves a 
FREE HAIRCUT STYLE 
with your regularly priced haircut style. 
Offer Good Feb. 11, 13 & 14 
Call 433-8600 







All Men's and Ladies' 
Shirts and Tops 
Vi Price 
The Body Sfcop 
The Purple Building on Court Square 
2 North Main St., Harrison burg 
No Appointment Necessary 
Hairstyling for Men, Women, 
Children 
We do Perms, Frostings, 
Color & Straightening 
No wonder We're the Favorite 
with Men, Women, & Children 
4 foil* males CUT 
Hf III   I MM I 
IM IfKI It 
just 
$9.75 
shampoo, style cut 
and blow dry 
381 N. Mason St. 434-1507 
Rolling Hills 433-8458 
Shopping Center 
Come in and pick up your 
Student Discount Card 
l?air mates 
UNISEX HAIRCUTTEHS 
Friday Feb. 10th 




to all who 
wear p.j.s 
8 p.m.- Close 
Pub & Deli"'11"" 
14 Graham Street 
(Northwest corner 










Maxell UDXUI 90 
2 for $5.49 
12 for $29.95 
434-R2D2 
66 E. Market St. 
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MARKET 
157 Warsaw Ave. 434-7948 
Budwelser 
Reg / Light 











6 pak Btls $2.99 
Old Mill 
Reg / Light 
12 pak cans 
$4.29 
Michelob 
Reg / Light $2.88 
Coors . 
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12 pak cans 
$4.19 
Coors Light 
12 pak cans $4.99 
Strohs 
Reg / Light 
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$4.79 
Schaetfer 
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Budwelser $9.89 
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Reg / Diet 
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By Kim Gibson 
police reporter 
A white male entered a room in 
Chappelear Hall and exposed 
himself about 2 a.m. Feb. 2, campus 
police reported. 
The male, described as tall and 
thin with blond hair left the room 
when its occupants started scream- 
ing. 
Theft* 
►• Three items were reported missing 
from the Education Building Feb. 2, cam- 
pus police said. 
A Vlvitaf zoom lens valued at $189, a 35 
millimeter Olympus camera valued at 
$119 and a Minolta camera case valued 
at $20 were reported missing from a 
drawer in the Educational Media Lab. 
*■ A vehicle parked in the Lambda Chi 
fraternity house parking lot was broken 
into sometime between 2:30 p.m. Feb. 3 
and 1 p.m. Feb. 4, police said. A radio and 
tape deck valued at $170 were stolen. 
*• A ski rack was stolen off a car park- 
ed behind Godwin Hall between 6 p.m. 
Feb. 3 and noon Feb. 4, police said. The 
•ack is valued at $50. 
+■ A purse was reported missing about 
1 p.m. Jan. 30, police said. 
The student who reported the theft 
said she was reasonably sure the purse 
was stolen from Madison Memorial 
Library, where she left it unattended for 
about 10 minutes. 
The contents of the purse were valued 
at $45. 
+■ A men's locker in Godwin Hall was 
broken into sometime between 6 p.m. 
and 6:45 p.m. Jan. 31. police said. 
A sweatshirt and $12 were taken from 
.he locker. Total value of the items is $34. 
*■ A date book was reported either lost 
or stolen sometime between 9:20 p.m. 
THE BEST -€o(M 
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and 9:45 p.m. Feb. 1 in the Convocation 
Center, police said. 
The date book, which contained a 
driver's license and other personal items, 
is valued at $25. 
Vandalism and theft 
*■ Two stereo speakers and several 
items of furniture, valued at a total of 
$275, were taken from the Sigma Sigma 
Sigma house sometime between 3 a.m. 
and 4 a.m. Saturday, police said. 
Two university-owned chairs and a 
lampshade were thrown into Newman 
Lake. ■   > 
The speakers later were recovered in 
Gifford Hall. 
Vandalism 
*■ A glass door in the rear entrance of 
Shorts Hall was shattered sometime bet- 
ween 3 a.m. and.3:30 a.m. Saturday, 
police said. 
Police said someone probably slamm- 
ed the door extremely hard. Damage was 
estimated at $100. 
+■ A display case in the breezeway bet- 
ween Keezell and Wilson halls was kick- 
ed in about 2 a.m. Friday, police reported. 
Damage was estimated at $30. 
Trespassing 
Three individuals were charged with 
trespassing about 11:10 p.m. Jan. 30 in 
Frederikson Hall, camp'us police said. 
*■ William Mauzy, 30, of Harrisonburg 
and two 17-year-olds, also from Harrison- 
burg, were arrested. Police do not 
release the names of anyone younger 
than 18 who is arrested. 
The three apparently went into a room 
on the third floor of Frederikson. The oc- 
cupants of the room notified their resi- 
dent adviser that three uninvited in- 
dividuals were in their room. The R.A. 
then notified campus police. 
Lost and found    - . ~ 
► A wallet was taken from a book bag 
sometime between 11:45 a.m. and 12:20 
p.m. Feb. 2, police reported. The wallet 
.vas removed from the pack when it was 
left unattended in the library. 
The wallet later was found in Gibbons 
Dining Hall. None of the contents was 
missing. 
City police recently made the 
following arrests: 
Excessive noise 
Two students were arrested Sunday 
and charged with creating loud noise. 
»- Susan Breed, 21, of Virginia Beach 
was arrested about 2:50 a.m. Sunday at 
her residence on Cantrell Avenue. 
*• Gerald Farrelly, 22, of Pompton 
Plains, NJ, was arrested about 1:15 a.m. 




If you have an 
idea for an 
editorial column 
that might have 








We try, but we can't please ALL 
the people ALL the time. So if you 
have a gripe about something you 
read in The Breeze, don't keep it a 
secret. Contact Ian Katz, editor, by 
calling 6127 or writing to him at 
The Breeze, campus mail, 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
MIDWAY • • • 
• * * DOWNTOWN 
153 S. Main St. 433-8978 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
D.T. & the Shakes 
Special Happy Hour 8 -10 p.m. 
Synaptic Gap 
Punk out to New Wave 
Happy Hour 7 - 9:30 p.m. 
Afternoon Happy Hour - D.T. & the Shakes 
SaT Sparkplugs 
Happy Hour 2 - 7 p.m. 
Career Opportunities. 
Whatever your degreewill be, the Navy can give you a management 
position (if you qualify).\You'll get technical training and managerial 
experience. The Navy offers managerial positions in the following areas 




All you need is a minimum of a BA/BS degree (summer graduates may 
inquire), be no more than 34 years old, be able to pass aptitude and 
physical examinations and qualify for security clearance (U.S. 
citizenship required). Your benefits package includes 30 days' earned 
annual vacation, medical/dental/low-cost life insurance coverage plus 
other tax-free incentives. If you're interested in gaining managerial and 
technical responsibilities fast, call the Naval Management Programs 
Office at:. 1-800-552-9947. 
or send a letter tn    8545 MAYLAND DRIVE RICHHOND.VA.  23229 
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2 w, 7:30,10:00 
ADMISSION $1 WITH A 
CANNED GOOD OR CLOTHING. 
in  support of tha salvation Army. 
iOa i 
mi* 
• ii    ,;,-.. ...   5.-M .1. _ ■ 
k 1005 E. Market St. 
offers 
Breakfast Buffet 
Sat. 8a.m. - 12p.m. Sun. 8a.m. - 1:30p.m. 
Only $2.99 with JMU ID  Regularly $3.99 






Weldeman       $1.46 
Busch $1.99 
Natural Light 1.99 
Coora $2.40 
Coora Light $2.40 
Coora and Coora Light 
12packa $4.50 
Bud 12 Pack $4.75 
WE DELIVER WITH ANY FOOD ORDER 




A   unique opportunity for faculty,  staff and graduate 
students to socialize in a quiet atmosphere. 
Reasonable Prices 
Gibbons Hall Entrance #1 
Every Friday, 3:30 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
This week features the Psychology Department 







With The One You Love... 
Tuesday is Valentine's Day and now is the time to let that special person know 
you care with a Valentine's Day Personal in The Breeze. 
Send your Personal to: 
Valentine's Day Personals 
The Breeie 
Communication Arts Dept. 
Anthony-Seeger Hall 
Campus Mail 
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By Alison Colby 
staff writer'' 
Some-students might think she's 
humorous. Others may call her 
crude. And some probably don't 
know what to think of her. 
She's Anne Gabbard-Alley, a 
JMU associate professor of com- 
munication arts, teaching four 
classes in the department. But 
Gabbard-Alley is not what students 
would consider an ordinary pro- 
fessor. Rather than just lecturing at 
a class, she gets its attention and 
talks with them. 
From the beginning of the 
semester, she takes full control and 
in turn gains the full attention of her 
students. She begins most classes in- 
sulting and poking fun at anything 
from athletes to Greeks, exploiting 
the generalities about them. 
During first days of her Process of 
Human Communication class, she 
learned of a football player named 
(Photo by Ming Leong) 
Brightwell. She toyed with 
"Bright," grinning and nodding. 
"A football player named Bright- 
well, umm," she said. Then 
discovering Dukes' basketball player 
Darrell Jackson in her class, she ask- 
ed him to describe a basketball. A 
football player, seeing a chance to 
regain respect for the football team, 
immediately threw back, "It's 
square." 
Gabbard-Alley said she teaches in 
this style because it gives her "a 
chance to perform. "Today's stu- 
dent has been raised on TV and if we 
don't give them entertainment, they 
tune us out." Most of her students 
will agree that she entertains. 
In Comm. 421, Rhetorical Theory 
and Criticism, Gabbard-Alley in- 
itiated and is director of the Com- 
munication Evaluation Conference, 
with herself as director. Held during 
the spring semester since 1981, each 
See ANNE page 11 > 
-  . 
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Reading series brings works to life 
By Donna Sawyers 
staff writer 
Granted, Harrisonburg is not the culture capital 
of the East Coast. But students who find a com- 
plete lack of stimulating ideas might not be looking 
hard enough. 
For example, the English Department and the 
library sponsor a reading series every semester. 
The reading series provides a chance to share 
poetry and fiction as a communal experience, said 
Lisa Russ Spaar, who initiated the program to 
JMU last fall. 
When she came to JMU as an English instructor 
a year ago, Spaar saw that students and faculty 
were talented writers. The problem was. that few 
were sharing the interest. "Poetry is a live art and 
it should be shared," she said. 
Thus, the reading series was begun. As Spaar's 
first step, she called friends and friends of friends 
to ask them to read. It was so successful that she 
decided to schedule more readers this semester. 
Why is it not enough to sit quietly and read 
poetry? 
"There is something about a living, breathing 
human being standing before you that makes 
understanding true meaning so much easier,". 
Spaar said. 
JMU student Kevin Jones said, "I just close my 
eyes and absorb. Images become much more 
clear." 
The non-academic setting for the readings — 
room 203 of Madison Memorial Library — also 
, allows for interpretive freedom. The room is not 
the average library storage area teeming with 
books. It has, in fact, no books. Empty, wooden 
bookcases stand as a reminder that the words are 
in the air and that poetry is meant to be read, said 
Spaar. 
People are coming out in droves now that they 
know about the readings, she added. "People are 
getting very excited. One girl last semester stood up 
at the end of a reading and shouted 'Poetry is here 
to stay at JMU, and we can't deny it!' " 
Readings, held at 8 p.m., are free. The next, 
tonight, features Spaar and Susan Vaclavicek, an 
instructor of English, reading original poetry. 
Feb. 9 Susan Vaclavicek 
Lisa Russ Spaar 
reading poetry 
Feb. 23 George Ella Lyon 
"Filling Out the Form" 
Appalachian Poetry 
Miller Hall 101 
March 15 Katharine Rodier 
Dana Rosser 
reading poetry 
March 29 Elizabeth Weese 
reading Anne Sexton's works 
April 5 Todd Roif Zeiss 
on the elements of poetry 
April 12 Student Reading 
April 23 Shakespeare's Birthday Party 
Dr. Anne Gabbard-Alley 
(Photo by Ming Leong) 
Anne 
+■ (Continued from page 10) 
member of the class presents a paper 
compiled during the semester. 
Andy Johnson, Gabbard-Alley's 
student assistant, said, "Anne really 
threw me off-balance when I first en- 
countered her. She has a very 
atypical style of teaching. I love her 
style of teaching." 
Anne? 
Oh yes, Gabbard-Alley prefers 
students to call her Anne. "Most of 
them (students) call me Anne to my 
face. It's what they call me behind 
my back that worries me. 
"If you feel uncomfortable calling 
me Anne, call me Dr. Anne 
instead," she has told classes. But 
Gabbard-Alley feels that to force 
students to call her "Doctor" is to 
force a false respect on them. She 
does not think a title establishes 
respect: actions do. 
Johnson said, "Anne establishes 
her authority right away." She jokes 
with, students,   but   she   also   lets 
everyone know who is the teacher. 
She respects wit, intelligence and any 
kind of individualism. 
"She's a lady of spontaneity. She 
doesn't wear the traditional 
woman's dress. Very rarely do you 
see her in a skirt. She's vivacious and 
jubilant," Johnson said. "Passive 
people turn her off. She motivates 
people to think for themselves." 
Gabbard-Alley gets involved in 
student activities because she likes 
dealing with students.'"! like the 
way they think," Gabbard-Alley 
said. "1 like to support things 
students do." 
She attends many university func- 
tions including wrestling matches, 
gymnastics meets and football and 
basketball games. She especially 
likes women's basketball. "1 think, 
we have a damn good team." 
Likewise, students see Gabbard- 
Alley as someone other than just a 
professor. They come into her office 
to socialize and relax virtually 
everytime the door is open. "They 
sort of accumulate. It's like dust 
under a bed," she said. "My office 
is a halfway point in this building 
(Anthony-Seeger).   They just  stop 
in." 
She doesn't seem to mind the com- 
pany at all. "The favorites get to put 
their pictures in that thing," 
Gabbard-Alley said, pointing to a 
frame hanging on the wall. 
"I know a lot more gossip than 
any other professor," she said. 
Gabbard-Alley finds it amazing to 
hear what a certain student did last 
weekend only to connect the name 
with a student in one of her classes 
the following semester. 
Despite Gabbard-Alley's obvious 
enthusiasm for students, teaching 
has not always been her goal. 
"When I was small 1 wanted to be 
a doctor. 1 come from a long line of 
doctors," she said. In preparatory 
school she took all medical courses, 
but changed her plans after watching 
her mother remove sutures and fin- 
ding that she faints when she sees 
blood. She knew she couldn't be a 
doctor. 
"Then I thought I'd go into law," 
she said. Through the remainder of 
her education she "didn't give up 
going to law school," although she 
never did. 
Gabbard-Alley's college education 
began when she entered the Universi- 
ty otkentucky. In 1965 she received 
a bachelor of arts degree in English, 
speech and drama. She then attend- 
ed Texas Woman's University in 
1966 and earned a master's degree in 
drama. In 1969 she received a Ph.D. 
in communications from Southern 
Illinois University. 
Since 1965 she has worked her way 
from instructor at Transylvania Col- 
lege to associate professor at JMU. 
"I'm not qualified to do anything 
else," she said jokingly. 
Also in earlier years, Gabbard- 
Alley was married "to a very 
wonderful man for six and a half 
years." She is now divorced but 
would marry again "if someone 
comes along who's very rich, driving 
a really nice Jaguar," she said. 
Meanwhile she attends to a variety 
of hobbies. She likes to run, read, 
garden and build. "I just built a 
room in my house," she said. 
Chuckling she added, "I drink, does 
that count?" 
Gabbard-Alley also has three cats 
that she goes home to every night. 
"At one time I had four cats and a 
dog. Would you make a note that I 
am not in the market for any more," 
she said. 
The cats also serve as material for 
jokes in class. During one lecture, 
Gabbard-Alley told how an animal 
can communicate with humans. One 
morning her cat dragged its litter box 
onto her kitchen table — it was ob- 
vious it wanted her to change the lit- 
ter. 
Although her career has come a 
long way, Gabbard-Alley still has 
one thing she wants to accomplish. 
"My fondest dream is to get this 
thing (Anthony-Seeger) named after 
me. If Carrier can (the library will be 
renamed for him), why can't I?" she 
joked. 
In class she suggested naming it 
the Dr. Anne building. Or maybe 
just Anne for short. 
♦ 
Gabbard-Alley strikes a typical pose in one of her four communication 
classes . (Photo by Ming Leong) 
,.. 




► Alp*, Slgm. Alph. md Ft Kappa Sponsor Night (d.|.i - JM's. * 75 cover 
charge. 
► Ryells Brothers (popular acoustic) - Jo'a, »1 cover. 
► Mercy Flight — Gandy Dancer. $2 cover. 
e-dJ. - Belle Meede, $1 cover tor ladlee, $2 tor men. 
► DT snd the Shekee (rock) - Midway Downtown, J1 SO cover. 
► Sixties Mght (d.(.) - Scrupkra.no cover charge. 
•■Monty Python and the Holy Ora« <P0> - Gralton-Stovall Theatre. 7:30 and 
10 pm.S1.50 with ID, S2 without ID. 
► Uncommon Valor (R) - Roth Theatres, 7 and B p.m. shows *4. 
► Terms ol Endearment (PO) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9:25 p.m. shows $4. 
► Yentl (PO) - Roth Theatres. 7 and 9:25 p.m. shows $4. 
I (R) _ Virginia Theater, 7 and 9 p.m. shows S4. 
Friday 
1 (d.|.) - ^M's. S1 cover. 
Music 
► Pa)ame Party -., ,
► Patent Pending (bluegrass) — Jo'^SI cover. 
► d.|. — Belle kteade, S2 cover. 
►Opus (top lorty) - Scruples. S3 cover charge. 
►Hybrid toe - Scotland Yard, cover charge not avaiiaoie. 
►Country Bert (country) - Gandy Dancer, $3 cover. 
►Synapllc Oap (new weve) - Midway Downtown, $1 50 cover 
Menee 
► Flashdance(R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 and 10p.m., $1 with ID and 
an article ot clothing or a canned food to benefit the Salvation Army,$1.50 
with ID. S2 without ID. 
► Uncommon Vator (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9 p.m. shows S4. 
►Terms ot Endearment (PO) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9:25 p.m. shows S4. 
►Yentl (PO) - Roth Theatres. 7 and 925 p.m. shows 14. 
►Angst m - Virglnls Theater. 7 and 9 p.m. shows S4. 
Saturday 
Music 
*-AJ. — JM's. Dance Contest. *1 cover. 
► Dave Hot! (popular acoustic) - Jo's, S1 cover. 
► Sparkplugs (rock) — Midway Downtown, S3 cover. 
► Opus (top forty) — Scruples, S3 cover. 
► dj. - Belle Meade, S2 cover 
► Hybrid too - Scotland Yard, cover charge not available 
►Cart Miter and the Star City Band - Gandy Dancer, S3 cover lor men, $1 
cover for women. 
Movies 
► Rashdance (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 2, 7:30 and 10 p.m., SI with ID 
and an article of clothing or a canned food to benefit the Salvation Army, 
11.50 with ID, S2 without ID. 
► Uncommon Vatoe (R) — Roth Theatres, 2,7 and 9 p.m. shows S4. 
► Terms ol endearment (PO) — Roth Theatres, 2, 7 and 9:25 p.m. shows $4 
►Vend (PO) — Roth Theatres, 2. 7 snd 925 p.m. shows $4. 
► Angel (R) — Virginia Theater, 2, 7 and 9 p.m. shows $4. 
Etc. 
Golf 
► Lsksrtew Golf Course — 11 for students with IDs to play West nine holes. 
Regular prices are $7 weekdays, S4.50 alter 5 p.m. and S9.50 lor weekends 
and holidays. 
Bowling 
► Valley Lenee — S.90 days and $1.15 for tenpins and S1.09 for duckpins 
nights. Open 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. every day. 
Horseback Riding 
►Oak Manor Farina - US 11 South. 
Roller Skating 
► Skatetown U.sX — Open Tuesdsy 10 a.m. to noon and Tuesday through 
Friday 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Foundation's Edge, by Isaac Asimov. 
(Ballantine Del Ray, $3.95.) The struggle to 
keep civilization alive. 
2. Bloom County — Loose Tales, by Berke 
Breathed. (Little, Brown, $5.95.) Highlights 
from the author's cartoon strip. 
3. The One Minute Manager, by K. Blan- 
chard andS. Johnson. (Berkley,"$6.95.) How 
to increase your productivity. 
4. The Color Purple, by Alice Walker. 
(Washington Square Press, $5.95.) Winner of 
the 1983 American Book Award. 
5. The Right Stulf, by Tom Wolfe. (Bantam, 
$3.95.) America's first manned space pro- 
gram, recalled in high style. 
Space, by James A. Michener. (Fawcett, 
$4.95.) The space program — skillfully 
blends fiction and non-fiction. 
Growing Up, by Russell Baker. (NAL 
Plume, $5.95.) Baker recalls his boyhood and 
youth. 
8. Christine, by Stephen King. (NAL Signet, 
$3.95.) A killer car is at large among a small 
town's high school set. 
9. Living, Loving and Learning, by Leo 
Buscaglia. (Fawcett, $5.95.) Thoughts from 
the acclaimed California professor. 
10. Qsrfleld Sits Around the House, by Jim 
Davis. (Ballantine, $4.95) More of the funny 
cartoon cat.   • 
The bestselling campus paperbacks through 
February as compiled from information supplied 











100 People Surveyed, The Top 5 Answers Are Listed Below 
NAME SOMETHING YOU DO OVER 
SPRING BREAK 
- WRITE YOUR TERM PAPER 
- GET A JOB 
- LISTEN TO YOUR PARENTS NAG 
-SULK 
- GO TO DAYTONA BEACH • FOR EIGHT SUNNY DAYS AND SEVEN ENDLESS NIGHTS 
IN AN OCEANFRONT HOTEL, INCLUDING ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION WITH FOOD 
AND REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED ON THE WAY DOWN (the PARTY starts here') 
ALL THIS AND MORE... ONLY $185.00 
For further information and sign-up, call Lisa Padgett at 433-5654 
Deadline for $50 deposit is Feb. 14 
Will 
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On the road 
Dukes travel to VCU, Navy this weekend 
iy Steve Lockard 
ports editor 
In what JMU coach Lou Cam- 
janelli calls the "most difficult week 
)f the season," the Dukes go back 
>n the road to face Virginia Com- 
nonwealth University and the U.S. 
Naval Academy. 
JMU — 10-9 and 2-3 in the ECAC 
South — takes on VCU (17-3) 
onight in Richmond at 7:35  and 
then travels to Annapolis, Md. to 
play Navy in an important con- 
ference matchup Saturday at I p.m. 
"I'd be very tickled if we could get 
a split this weekend," Campanelli 
said. "We need to play good, solid 
basketball to be in either of these 
games." 
While a victory over VCU would 
be a confidence boost for this young 
JMU team, the Navy game is the one 
Campanelli really wants because of 
Campanelli: "I'd be very tickled If we could get a split this 
«end." (Photo by Greg Fletcher) 
its importance on seeding for the 
conference tournament. 
Both teams are 2-3 in the ECAC 
South (Navy played at Richmond 
Wednesday night), but JMU won the 
first meeting 65-59 in Harrisonburg. 
"Saturday's game is crucial," 
Campanelli said. "Navy (17-6) is on 
a roll. If we win Saturday, there is no 
way Navy can be seeded ahead of 
us." 
But before JMU can get at Navy, 
the Dukes must first face VCU, a 
team which embarrassed them 72-49 
in the Convocation Center four 
weeks ago. That loss was JMU's 
worst since 1980 and was the worst 
home defeat in Campanelli's 12 
years here. 
In that game, VCU shot a school- 
record 71.7 percent from the field, 
compared to 41 percent fqr JMU. 
The Rams, ranked 22nd in the na- 
tion by USA Today, lead the Sun 
Belt Conference with an 8-2 record 
and pose plenty of problems for the 
Dukes. 
"They are the best team in the 
state of Virginia hands down," 
Campanelli said. "They are one of 
the quickest teams around. They are 
not really weak at any position." 
Inconsistency — particulary at the 
guard positions — has been a major 
weakness for JMU. Campanelli con- 
sidered removing senior Derek Steele 
from the starting five and replacing 
him with freshman George 
King land. 
Although he decided against that 
move, Campanelli said he would 
start Darrell Jackson at forward in 
place of Greg Mosten against VCU. 
Jackson, a native of Richmond, 
scored 10 points in JMU's loss to 
VCU and he has played well as of 
late. 
While Campanelli has tolerated, 
and perhaps expected, inconsistent 
play from the freshmen Kingland, 
Boo Brent and John Newman, he 
has not been thrilled with the perfor- 
mance of Steele and junior forward 
Greg Mosten. 
"I hate to put the blame on any 
one player," Campanelli said, "but 
Greg and Derek have just had too 
many up and down games and that's 
why we are inconsistent as a team." 
Although Steele leads JMU in 
scoring with an 11.3 average, he is 
shooting just 44 percent from the 
floor, including a three for 10 outing 
in Saturday's 46-4 loss to William 
and Mary. 
Mosten, who averages 8.1 points 
per game, had just two points 
against William and Mary. 
On the positive side, so| ' 
center Eric Esch continues to im- 
prove and he is quickly becoming 
one of the Dukes most effective of- 
fensive weapons. 
With senior Keith Bradley still 
sidelined with an ankle injury, Esch 
has taken up a lot of the offensive 
slack, hitting double figures in three 
out of the last four games. 
"Eric Esch has made us a better 
basketball team," Campanelli said. 
"I think he is really improving his 
confidence with each game. 
"He's accerting himself and he 
wants the ball. By the end of the 
year, I think he'll be one of the best 
big men in the conference." 
Bradley, who injured his ankle on 
Jan. 21 against George Mason, has 
practiced sparingly and according to 
Campanelli he is only about 50 per- 
cent. 
"We'll probably try to play him 
some just to get him back in the flow 
ECAC South 
Team            League Overall 
record   record 
Richmond 





5-0    14-6 
3-2   9-10 
3-3    15-4 
2-3   17-6 
2-3    10-9 
1-5   4-15 
Wednesday's game* 
Richmond at Navy 
East Carolina at Western Illinois 
Thursday's game 
JMU at VCU 
UNC-Wilrnington at William and Mary 
Saturday's games 
JMU at Navy 
Richmond at George Mason 
East Carolina at William and Mary 
of things," Campanelli said. 
JMU has not fared well on the 
road this season, losing seven of its 
nine away games. Of those losses, six 
have come by four points or less. 
"It seems almost unbelievable that 
we can play that many close games 
on the road and not get over the 
hump," Campanelli said. 4,lt*s 
scary because we could have 13 or 14 
wins easy. C 
"We are not that far away. I don't 
see anybody in the conference that 
we can not handle, but we've got to 
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JMU tries to break losing streak tonight 
By Paul Borgaron 
staff writer 
The JMU women's basketball 
team will return home tonight 
following a disappointing 0-4 road 
trip to face George Mason Universi- 
Sue Manelski 
ty in a crucial ECAC South mat- 
chup. 
JMU . coach Shelia Moorman 
believes tonight's game will be a test 
of her squad's character. 
"We have to learn to relax on the 
court and only play to our 
capabilities," Moorman said. "We 
can't pressure ourselves to perform. 
"The key to the rest of the season 
will be our self-confidence. We prov- 
ed to ourselves on the. road trip that 
we can be competitive on the road 
against very good teams." 
JMU led in the second half of all 
four road games, but was unable to 
hold its leads. Against Manhattan 
College Monday, the Dukes led 
36-22 at halftime, but lost the con- 
test 60-58. 
Tonight's game will have an im- 
portant bearing on the upcoming 
ECAC South Tournament March 
2-4 at East Carolina University. 
"A loss in either of our last two 
conference games will not enable us 
to get • bye from the first round," 
Moorman explained. 
The Dukes close out their con- 
ference play Feb. 27 at William and 
Mary. 
JMU and George Mason have 
split their previous two meetings. 
The Dukes defeated George Mason 
68-53 early in the year at Fairfax. 
The Patriots avenged the loss with a 
60-57 overtime win at the George 
Washington Invitational Tourna- 
ment. 
On of the few highlights of JMU's . 
road stretch was Sue Manelski pass- 
ing the 1,000 career point mark on 
Monday. Her nine points raised.her 
career total to 1,004 and puts her 
with Katherine Johnson (1973-77) 
and Mendy Childress (1975-79) on 
the list of JMU 1000 point scorers. 
Manelski will be honored before 
tonight's game. 
Freshman Betsy Witman was 
named ECAC South's rookie of the 
week as she scored 24 points and 
grabbed 11 rebounds in the games 
against Richmond and Towson 
State. Witman, who scored a career 
high 14 points Monday, is averaging 
9.3 points and 5.8 rebounds per 
game. 
JMU 58 
In II *¥ 
Player mln m-a nva r a p> «p 
Witman.  .. 35 7-9 0-1 5 2 1 14 
Jamas  35 4-7 0-0 5 7 1 8 
Frankan 24 3-8 2-2 3 2 3 8 
Jackson 32 36 1-1 4 3 1 7 
Manelski  . . 35 J-15 3-4 5 3 3 9 
Deran  22 22 2-2 3 1 1 6 
Giiiigan  ... 13 23 0-0 0 0 1 4 
Mahony 3 1-1 00 2 0 1' 2 
Flynn   1 0-0 OO 0 0 0 0 
TOTALS 200 25-49 8-10 27 18 12 58 
Manhattan College 60 
'9 It 
Playar mln nva m-a r a pl IP 
Schaefer  . . 19 2-4 0-2 3 1 1 4 
Nangla  37 5-20 2-2 3 G 2 12 
Brown  31 8-6 2-3 5 4 1 14 
Jack  39 4-10 00 7 2 0 8 
Bores  40 7-11 2-2 3 • 2 4 16 
Harding ... 24 2-3 00 0. 0 0 4 
Pigal  9 1-2 oo 0 2 0 2 
Jones  1 0-1 0-0 0 n 0 0 
TOTALS 200 27-57 e-9 28 17 10 60 
sportsfile 
JMU signs 17 
football players 
JMU announced the signing of 17 
football players to letters of intent 
Wednseday. 
JMU signed 14 high school seniors 
and three junior college transfers. 
The junior college transfers are 
enrolled at JMU this semester. 
The transfers are Steve Hamm, a 
six-foot, 245-pound center from 
Harford Community College in 
Maryland, Andy Lebo, a 6-foot-2, 
245-pound offensive lineman from 
Harford, and Mike Reed, a 
5-foot-ll, 190-pound quarterback 
from Ferrum Junior College. 





Playar 9 m-a m-a r a at avg 
Manelski 20 101234 61-71 72 35 25 132 
James 19 90-2O9 18-29 180 31 19 10.4 
Witman. 20 74-147 42-59 115 14 12 9.5 
Frankan .. 20 68161 47-76 134 12 20 92 
Jackson 20 73-153 1932 47 46 33 83 
Mahony 14 24645 9 12 36 0 2 4.1 
Giiiigan 20 24-66 26-36 14 32 13 3.8 
Deran 18 25-49 11-17 55 10 5 3.4 
Flynn. 17 15-48 13-16 35 2 9 25 
Meadows 4 3-5 0-1 2 0 2 1.5 
Bloaa 8 5-11 0-3 5 5 1 1.3 
Hopkins 6 2-4 3-4 3 1 1 1.2 
Coo oar 6 1-3 0-1 4 3 2 03 
20 505-1136    251 357 754 191 144 
Men's Gymnastics 
JMU's Tim Ratliff was named 
Eastern College Athletic Conference 
Co-Gymnast of the week. 
Ratliff a sophomore set three-JMU 
records Satirtiay against WlHram 
and Mary. 
His record performances included 
a 9.4 on the Horizontal bar, a 9.1 on 
the Parallel bars, and a 50.5 in the 
All-around competition. 
Sunday, JMU finished third out 
of three teams in the Towson Open. 
Navy won the meet with a score of 
268.75. William-and Mary finished 
second with 229.85, and JMU scored 
218.657- 
Women's Track 
JMU's 880-yard relay team placed 
second while tying a school record at 
the Princeton Relays Saturday. 
The team of Sharnet Rowlan, 
Lesa Diggs, Ellen Holmes, and 
Rhonda Mason finished the event in 
1:43.99. The 880-yead relay record 
had previously been 1:45.9 set three 
years ago. 
Mason tied her JMU record winn- 
ing the semi-finals of the 55-meter 
dash in 7.21. 
Fencing 
JMU defeated Randolph Macon 
Women's College 9-7 Tuesday night. 
Barb Murphy and Debbie Lung 
led the Dukes (4-5). Bith Murphy 
and Lung were 3-1 for the meet. 
Jackie Roller was 2-2, and Diane 
Milnes was 1-3. 
JMU's next meet is Feb. 16 at 
Lynchburg College. 
Men's Swimming 
JMU split two meets at Ship- 
pensburg University Saturday, los- 
ing to the host Red Raiders 68-45 
and defeating Towson State 73-37 
JMU won only four of 13 events 
against Shippensburg, but the Dukes 
captured eigi» of 13 against Towson 
State. 
Terry Anthony won the one- and 
three meter diving competition 
against Towson and won the one- 
meter event against the Red Raiders. 
Chris Keoughan won the 200-yard 
backstroke against both teams. 
Wrestling 
Tony Gentile and Mike Thomas 
registered superior victories to 
enable JMU to beat William and 
Mary 22-21 Tuesday night. 
Gentile defeated Mark 
McLaughlin 19-4 in the 150-pound 
class, and Thomas topped Tom 
Blanchard 18-1 in the 177-pound 
class. 
Jeff Bowyer and John Hubert also 
won for JMU. 
The Dukes are now 9-3 in dual 
matches this season. Wednesday 
night they wrestled at Old Dominion 
University. 
JMU-22 Wllil.m and Mary-21 
118 Jell Bowyer (JMU) won by forfeit. 
129  Mike Hoaas (WM) d«l. Scoll Palmei 14-3. 
134 Ted Lewis (WM) pinned Andy Gunning 
142 Trip Davis (WM) del. Grant Ruggles 4-3. 
150 Tony Gentile (JMU) dal. Mark McLaughln 19-4 
158 Chris Argona (WM) del. Gary Webb 2-1 
167 John Hubert (JMU) del. Kan Ban 10-2 
177 Mike Thomas (JMU) del. Tom Blanchard 161 
190 Phil Rice (JMU) and Kevin Looney (WM) tied 7-7 
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Manhatten College 60 
Fencing 
JMU 9 
Man i Qymneellca 
Navy 268 75 




Randolph Macon 7 
Men'a Swimming 





Towson State 37 
William and Mary 21 
Intramurals 
Brotherhood 52 
The Force 74 
The Branch 46 
Theta Chi 57 
Plstona 23 
Devastation Inc. 74 
SPE38 




Coat Hangers 62 
Tunnel Drivers 60 
Mayberry RFD 56 
Dry Heaves 36 
Panama Red Tide 29 
Flintstones 65 
Sixers 49 
Rydell's Roosters 48 
Theta Chi ("H" league) 46 
SPE  B' 31 
TheG-Men55 
Sigma PI "B" 38 
No Guts No Glory 44 
The Cage 60 
Ream 60 
Sigma Nu 61 
Sudden impact 48 
Lee Harvey 35 
Blitz 61 
Skywackers 44 
The Sleeze 37 L Booze Brothers 44 
The Gilford Penthouse 50 
Pineapples 40 
Bar Open S3 
The Queen Bees 49 
Lady Bombers 23 
CCM44 
The Dying Breed win 
Sick Ones win 
Commandos win 
Cleveland Browns win 
Lady Hoopatera win 
Steamers 44 






The Slime Dogs 23 




Lambda Chi Alpha 47 
Multiple O'a 34 





Unwed Mothers 22 
Charlie and The Manaons 28 
Sigma PI "A" 
Grams 26 
Runnin Raiders 33 
Ragln Caiuns 34 
Cheers 38 
Pl Kappa Phi 34 
Bombers <"L" league) 39 
S BOM 29 
Bombers 54 
Trash H 30 
Tne Products 33 
Quasi Baniais 32 
The Yadams Family 22 
Zacklewhalulle 32 




Rising Stars lorleil 
PD360S 
Alpha Gamma Delia forfeit 
Frederikson forfeit 
Godwin Bad Cata forfeit 
Schedule 
THURSDAY 
►Men's  Baaketball  —  al  Virginia  Commonwealth 
University, 7:30 p.m 
►Women's Baskatball - George Mason University, 
Convocation Canter, 7:30 p.m. 
FRIDAY 
►Men'a Swimming - at Old Dominion University, 3:00 
p.m. 
►Women'a Track — at U.S. Naval Academy, 7:00 p.m 
SATURDAY 
►Men'a Track — at Hardee's Classic, Morgantown 
W.Va., 1100am 
►Man's Baaketball  — at U.S. Naval Academy, 1:00 
Pnx 
►Man's (ltd Women's Gymnaatks - at Slippery Rock 
University, 1:30 p.m. 









ALL YOU CAN EAT 
PANCAKES 
With Hot Syrup & Whipped Butter 
$1.99 
Served 24 Hours a Day 
Two Blocks From Campus 
IS! 
Come in and check out our new 
refrigerated beer section 
All prices are good through 
the month of February 
Old Milwaukee Beer Reg & Light 12 pk $3.95 
Schlitz Beer 12 pk W.49 
Stroh's Beer Reg & light 12 pk  
Coors Beer Reg & Light 12 pk  
Schlitz Malt Liquor 6 pk.  
Hamm's Beer 6 pk  
Goebels Beer 6 pk  
Pieb Draft Beer 6 pk.  
Schaeffer Beer 6 pk  
National Bohemian Beer 24 pk. 









National Beer 6 pk  
National Beer 24 pk. suitcase $5*55 
Miller Beer 8 pk. pony. $1.99 
Miller Lite Beer 12 pk   JJ'JJ 
Lowenbrau Light or Dark 6 pk W-9' 
Red White A Blue Beer 24 pk. suitcase $5-55 
Weideman Beer 6 pk jj.49 
Busch or Natural Lite Beer 12 pk $3.79 
Budweiser Beer Reg & Light 12 pk $4.59 
Michelob Beer Reg A Light 6 pk N.R. btls $2.59 
Bounty Paper Towels 
Everyday low price (Limit 2 rolls) 
Kraft Real Mayonaise 
Everyday low price Qt • • •**'" 
Del Monte Tomato Catsup 
Everyday low price Qt... 
Starkist Chunk Light Tuna 
Everyday low price Limit 2  
9 Lives or Friskies Buffet Cat Food 
Everyday low price 6V2 oz can. .^ 3 for »i.uo 
All beer prices .05 over cost everyday 
New Hours 
Monday - Wednesday 9-6 p.m. 
Thursday - Saturday 9-Midnight      .« ^ 












JOHN D. EILAND Co. 
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classmei 
For Sale 
Spinet-Console Piano Bargain. Wanted: 
responsible party to take over low mon- 
thly payments on spinet piano. Can be 
seen locally. Write Credit Manager: P.O. 
Box 33, Frledens. PA 15541.  
New double bod with furniture, $35. Pete 
433-3104.  
Female Housing Contract — contact 
Peggy 4342920 or Box 792.  
A B Dick Mimeograph machine ... good 
condition ... very reasonable ... call SGA 
office... 433-6376.  
SKIS — Kneissl 175Tyrolia 150 Bindings. 
Just tuned. $120 or best offer. Call Dave 
x5219. Leave message. « 
1978 Toyota Cellca QT, liftback, 5 speed, 
air, am/fm cassette, best offer, 434-8206 
after 5 p.m.  
 For Rent 
Harris Gardens Apartments. $245 in- 
cluding utilities, city bus to JMU. Call 
Bob 434-6569.  
One bedroom In two bedroom apartment. 
Open now. Call 434-4309.     
Female — one bedroom in an apartment. 
Open now. Call 434-7476.  
Wanted  
JMU undergrads who were diagnosed as 
Learning Disabled at any time In their 
school careers. Research project. Con- 
fidentiality assured. Contact Ken Chep 
ASAP. Box 779. Leave name and phone 
number.  
Ride to U.V.A. this weekend February 10, 
11,12. Call Helen x7402.  
Female roommate needed. Ranch style 
house. $125 plus utilities. Ten minute 
walk from campus or downtown. Call 
Plane 433-8555, 433-6207.  
Help Wanted 
We are seeking 6 Ambitious Men or 
Women. Part-time, good earnings, flexi- 
ble hours. Only SHARP, SELF- 
MOTIVATORS warrant consideration. In- 
terviews will be conducted at the Har- 
risonburg Sheraton Inn, Monday, 
February 13 and Tuesday, February 14, 
1-4 p.m., In the Hokell Suite (Rm. 202). 
Resumes helpful, but not required. 
Bloom County 
Services 
Confidential Abortion Service* — All in- 
quiries and services confidential. Conve- 
nient location near 1-81. For information 
or appointment call Collect (301) 
733-2400. _ 
TYPING SERVICE - 20 years ex- 
perience. $1.00/page. Mrs. Price, 
879-9935.  
Sewing a Alterations. Reasonable. Near 
JMU. Call Kim 434-8604.  
Valentine's Day — Let balloons deliver 
your massage. Also candy and stuffed 
animals to attach. Free in town delivery. 
Flights of Fancy 434-3351.  
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Call Kathy, 
433-8015.  
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - IBM selec 
trie, 433-8685 before 7:00 p.m.  
Affordable custom framing for struggling 
students whose funds are limited. Tom 
434-3185, 434-4193.  
MADCAPS Singing Telegram Service. "If 
you want to lay It on the line/send the 
MADCAPS to your Valentine." 433-1599. 
Lost 
Cat In University Court area. Calico, 
female, 3 years, wearing collar and name 
tag, answers to "Molly." Call 434^)778. 
Black CAMERA CASE - bottom half. 
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Found 
February 3 — Rainbow colored umbrella 
In Godwin. Call 434-9516. 
Personals 
la It true you can buy Jeeps for $44 
through the U.S. government? Get the 
facts today! Call (312) 742-1142, ext. 
5090.  
D.T. and the SHAKES! Tonite! Midway 
Downtown! Happy Hour 8-10!  
REWARD: $100 cash money paid for In- 
formation leading to the arrest and con- 
viction of the crook who's been wrongful- 
ly using the checkbook, credit cards, & 
other Identification data of Clyde E. 
Nicholson. Contact Investigator Baker, / 
JMU Police, 433-6911.  
JMU — Sand you Valentine FLOWERS 
from Blakemore's florist ... or go out to 
DINNER at Calhoun's ... or go to the 
MOVIES at Roth's ... or do all 3 for only 
$.50. Get your raffle ticket from any ASA 
sister or call 433-3385 (off campus). 
Drawing will be Monday, February 13, 
19S4. 
That's Right „. D.T. and the Shakes, 
tonite! Midway Downtown.  
JMU Circle K Bowt-A-Thon for Multiple 
Sclerosis, February 10,12:00 a.m. to 5:00 
a.m. Valley Lanes, minimum of $10 in 
pledges. Sponsor sheets available at In- 
formation desk — WCC. For Information 
call Beth x5320.  
Chris — the best big sis around — I luv 
ya! B.H.  
Chappalaar,— A-sectlon, second floor, 
great party! Let's do It again! 
New Wave (60's flavored), February 17 
Treeva Spontalne and the Grafic. Midway 
Downtown.  
Converse Hall Is selling HEART SHAPED 
VALENTINE CAKES, complete with 
message of your choice written In icing 
to be delivered to your "special so- 
meone" on Valentine's Day! Orders will 
be taken February 8-10 In the P.O. lobby 
or send $2.50, your name, P.O. number 
the message for the cake and the name 
of the person to whom the cake should 
be delivered to Beth Angell, Campus Box 
123. Show someone you care!!! 
D.T. and the Shakes, Midway Downtown, 
Friday afternoon happy hour. 
LeAnn — legal at last! Happy I9th! Get 
off on your bad self! Gotta JAM this 
weekend! Luv, Wllmarlta and Frelda. 
Emancipate yourself from studies. DT 
and tne Shakes! Happy hour 8-10. Brlno 
your dancln' shoes to Midway 
Downtown! ' 
Runt — P.O. subscription, Harisonburger 
- Juicy letters, Mardin - Hailsow 
Kremlin Headquarters.  
Tonight — D.T. and the Shakes. Midway 
Downtown. Happy hour (New) 8-10 
Sgyds^n^Sn.^ y°"r "»"* 
ZPJSSK! -Happy 21st"'lo»* 
Cindy SMghbell — someone else said 
Ive got nice legs. Wanna go Into the 
Wind?0"1 and *** What devel°P8? Love, 
The brothers of Sigma Nu would like to 
congratulate and welcome their 1984 sor- 
£g pledge class - John Casler, Mark 
Ganley, Andrew Johnson, Brian O'Mara 
STOLEN — my silver-soma 10-speed, 
••/■•' number 591-224. $100 cash 
REWARD for Information leading to ar- 
rest and conviction of thief. Contact 
campus police or city police. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma — I'm so psyched! 
Love ya lot's, B.H.  
Make his or her Valentine's day a special 
one with a silk rose. Phi Bets Lambda will 
deliver with a personal message for only 
12.50; without delivery $2.25. To order, 
call Amy at x4340 or Betty at 433-0360. 
Ebony — my favorite roomie — get 
psyched for Daiquiri's! Luv, Ivory! 
N#w *» - SYNAPTIC GAP Punk out 
Friday night at Midway Downtown. Hap- 
py hour 2-9:30! 
Dan — Aa you Ilka It. Bye. Joe.  
SPARKPLUGS SPARKPLUGS, Midway 
Downtown, Saturday night.  
Don't leave for Florida without a spring 
break bumperatlcker and a JMU hugger 
- Coming February 16 by Theta Chi. 
Express 
yourself! 
Place a classified in 
The Breeze. It's only a 
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announcements 
Announcements In The loan ire provided tree a* i 
service to readers Events requiring an exchange of 
money will not be published In the announcements 
section. Entertainment notices may be sent to the In- 
side Arts and People section 
, for announcements are noon Friday lor 
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday lor Thursday's 
Issue. Mailing address Is The Breeze, communication 
arts department, James Madison University, Harrison- 
burg VA 22807 The Breeze ofllce Is In the basement ol 
Anthony Seeger Hall at Grace and South Main streets. 
Form lor announcements Is WHO Is doing WHAT, 
WHEN and WHERE. Items will be edited lor brevity. 
Name and telephone number should be Included. 
Events 
Catholic Mats — 5 p.m Saturdays, room D, 
WCC; 10:30 a.m. and noon Sundays, ballroom, WCC 
Special Olympic* Swimming Program — 
Thursdays from 6 p m. to 7 p.m Meet In Maury parking 
lot at 5:25 p.m. For more information, contact Irene at 
X5756. 
Art exhibit/sale — of original 19th and 20th can 
tury graphic works and photographs from Japan, 
Europe and America will be held Feb. 9 from 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m. In the Duke Fine Arts Center lobby. 
Wesley Foundation — Feb. 9: e p.m., New ui« 
Singers, Ouke 209. Feb. 14: 5 p.m.. Disciples Today. 
Feb. 15:8am. Communion, room A, WCC; 6:30 p.m., 
Fellowship — "A Historical Approach to the OT," Dr. 
William Thomas. Feb. 16: 6 p.m., New Life Singers, 
Duke 209. 
The Wesley Foundation Is accepting housing ap- 
plications for the 1984-15 academic year. See Jeanne 
Flnley at the Foundation (434-3490) for application 
forms. Deadline Is Feb. 16. 
Baptist Student Union — Feb. 10: Ski trip to 
Massanutten, J17 for lift ticket and equipment. Feb. 11: 
9:45 a.m., Saturday adoption; call 4342015 If you have 
questions. 
Ski night — sponsored by ROTC will be Feb 14 
Cost Is U for rentals and $8 for lift ticket. For more In- 
formation, call Capt. Kentch at 6264. 
JMU Today — a program run for the students by 
the students, will be airing live every Wednesay at 2:30 
p.m. on cable Channel 8. 
Cabaret at Calhoun's — sponsored by Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority. Inc. will be held Feb. 11 to raise 
money lor the JMU Mack scholarship lund. 
Traln-a-Champ — need* volunteers at 
Magaheysvllle Elementary Tuesdays or Wednesdays 
Irom 1230 p.m  to 1:30 p.m. and at Vo Tech Fridays 
from 12:20 to 1:30 p.m. Call Linda at 433-1624II you are 
Interested. 
PtiyslCS Seminar — Frank Rose Irom the Naval 
Surface Weapons Center will speak on "Advanced 
Power Technology" at 4:30 p.m. Fab. 13 in Miller 109 
Contemporary Christian music concert 
— sponsored by the Fellowship ol Christian Athletes 
featuring the band Prophet will be Feb. 11 at 8 p.m. in 
the WCC ballroom. Grace Marcy and Kyle Stensgaard 
will also be singing. Admission Is tree. 
Careers In International Business series 
— Gerry Gill, reference librarian, and Brad Roof, Inter- 
national business program director, wUl lecture on 
Identifying Employment Opportunities in Interna- 
tional Business,'' Feb. 15 at 3 p.m. In room 101 ol the 
library. 
Thomas Nardl, director of CP&P. will speak on "In- 
ternational Business Maiors and the Job Search" at 3 
p.m., Feb. 22, In Jackson 103. 
Gill and Roof will also present a workshop on "Fin- 
ding Jobs in International Business" at 3 p.m. on Feb. 
29 In room 101 of lie library. 
CPR Instructor course — sponsored by the 
Harrlsonburg Departmenl of Parks 8 Recreation in 
cooperation with the American Red Cross, March 2 
through March 4 at the Community Activities Center. 
To enroll you must be at least 17 years old and must 
hold a currently valid certificate showing completion 
ol a lull length American Red Cross or American Heart 
Association CPR course. Registration will be held at 
the recreation department administrative office Mon- 
day through Friday Irom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. A materials 
and equipment maintenance charge of $8 is payable at 
the time of registration. Deadline lor registration Is 
Feb. 29. For lurther Information, contact James 
Sowers at the recreation department, 433-9168 
Camp Day — sponsored by the department ol 
physical and health education will be Feb. 13 Irom 8 
a.m. to 4 p.m. In the WCC south ballroom. Approx- 
imately 20 summer camps will be conducting Inter- 
views for staff positions. 
Meetings 
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group 
meets every Thursday after the 7 p.m. communion ser- 
vice at Emmanuel Episcopal Church. 
Campus Crusade lor Christ — meets every 
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. In Wilson 309 lor Teaching and 
Training. 
Inter-Varsity   Christian   Fellowship   - 
meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. in the WCC ballroom 
- inter Varsity  prayer  meetings  are   held   Monday 
through Friday from 4:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Jackson 106. 
Christian Science Organization — meets 
every first and third Sunday at 7 p.m. in the religious 
center. 
Commuter Student Committee — holds 
meetings each Monday at 5 p.m. In room B. WCC. All 
commuters are welcome. 
General 
CPItP — Workshops: "Resume Writing.' Feb. 10 
Irom 10 a.m. to 11 am; Feb. 14 from 1:45 p.m. to 2:45 
p.m.; Feb. 16 from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.. "Interview Prepare 
tion." Feb. 16 Irom 10 a.m. to 11 a.m,; "Interviewing for 
Teaching Positions," Feb. 15 from 11 a.m. to noon; 
Writing Applications lor Teaching Positions,'' Feb. 16 
from 1:45 p.m. to 2:45 p.m.; "Getting Your Act 
Together," Feb. 9 from 1:45 p.m. to 2:45 p.m.; Feb. 13 
from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Sign up In advance in the 
CP8P ofllce. 
CPSP special program — "Think Before Vou Leap," 
Feb 9 from 7:30 p m to 8:30 p.m., room B, WCC. No ad- 
vance sign up necessary. 
Interview signups — State Farm Insurance, all ma- 
jors; Fuss's Cafeteria, hotel restaurant management: 
Virginia Department ol Corrections, data processing, 
management information systems, and nursing; Corn- 
dial Telephone Systems, data processing. 
Accounting tutoring — The Accounting Honor 
Society will hold open tutoring sessions in accounting 
every Wednesday Irom 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the audio- 
visual department ol the library. 
CARS — a free service provided lor laculty and 
students by Catholic Campus Mlnietrtes give* you a 
free ride home on Friday and Saturday nights from 9 
p.m. to 3 a.m. If you had too much to drink, or lor 
women who need a safe ride home. Complete con- 
fidentiality, no haasles. Call 433 CARS 
Financial Aid applications — tor the 1984-85 
school year are now available In the Financial Aid of- 
fice. Deadline Is March 1,1984. 
Student Intramural assistant — and aerobic 
fitness Instructor applications are being accepted tor 
the 1984-85 academic year. Apply in person by Feb. 20 
in the Recreational Activities ofllce. Godwin 213. 
Basic Camp — slots and scholarships are still 
available. Contact Capt. Torres lor more Information at 
X6264. 
Kappa Delta PI — an honor society In education, 
is accepting applications for new members. Re- 
quirements are a 3.25 overall OPA. a 3.4 In education 
courses and 6 hours of completed education courses 
with 6 additional hours In progress. The bulletin board 
outside Education 103 has applications. Deadline is 
Feb. 15 to Box 4124. 
Counseling Center — offers personal, study 
skills and vocational counseling for individuals and 
groups. Call 6552 for more Information or come to 
Alumnae Hall tor walk-in service between 3 p.m. and 5 
p.m., Monday through Thursday. No appointment 
needed. 
Mediation Council — offers free mediation ser- 
vice to sll members of the campus community who are 
in dispute. Come by the Mediation Center in the Com- 
muter Student Center olllce. WCC, between 5 p.m. to 6 
p.m., Monday through Friday. Call 433*259 for more In- 
formation. 
University Writing Lab — otters individualized 
help to students working on papers or reports, study 
ing tor essay exams, writing letters or applications, 
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the GRE, 
LSAT, or GMAT. For turther information, call Mrs. 
Hosklns at 6401 or stop by Keezell 108, Monday 
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Tutoring — Is available Irom Sigma Phi Lambda In 
history, political science and public administration 
Call Donna at  4162. 
Tutoring is also available in philosophy, religion and 
foreign languages. For more information, contact Kelly 
Deklelne al Box 1283 or call 434-4291. 
Tutoring services will be provided lor the School of 
Education and Human Services. Contact Kim Stewart 
at 434-3647 or Box 3352. 






Clip this form and put it in an 
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2 
for 11-20 words, and so on. 
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by 
campus mail, or deliver it to our of- 
fice in the basement of Anthony- 
Seeger Hall. 
Deadline for Thursday's paper is 
noon Tuesday. Deadline for Mon- 
day's paper is noon Friday. 
Telephone number 










On May 5, 2,000 graduating seniors will take 
their seats on the quad, listen to a speaker, and 
with a wave President Ronald Carrier's hand, be 
transformed into alumni  .... 
After months of debate. Carrier has announced 
that graduation will be held on the quad. But to 
salvage the traditional quad ceremony, the per- 
sonal touches have been eliminated. We think 
there is a better solution. 
The changes follow an uproar over last spring's 
graduation, which resembled a barroom brawl 
more than recognition of academic achievement. 
To prevent a repeat scene, the administration cut 
out the time-consuming elements of the ceremony: 
Students will not be awarded individual diplomas 
or shake Carrier's hand. Instead, the graduates be 
awarded diplomas en masse, and hear a guest 
speaker. 
The shorter ceremony, they reason, will keep at- 
tentions on the precedings rather on self- 
entertainment. However, with about 2,000 
students graduating, orchestrating a dignified 
quad graduation seems impossible. Most other 
state universities have recognized this fact, and 
consequently conduct satellite ceremonies. 
In addition, talk of building a new fine arts 
center on the quad threatens future quad gradua- 
tions. 
One overlooked solution incorporates tradi- 
tional and personal aspects of a graduation 
ceremony. We propose that a speaker address the 
students on the quad, followed by each school 
holding its own ceremony. Students would have 
part of the ceremony on the quad, plus individual 
recognition in the smaller ceremonies. 
Further changes in the format are still being con- 
sidered. If you have a suggestion, call SGA Presi- 
dent Isabel Gumming at 6376. 
[ \jit>eo CrAM£ cowMCcnsB TO-me SATZLLITG. 
Can Julio Iglesias solve the voter gap? 
It's  1984.  That  means  Big Brother, lean vear       Shales rernmmrnrlr-H "Familv PtmA '• —>i.-.: . .       ^F ■ p y
proposals, the Olympics and last and certainly 
least, the presidential campaign. 
With the world in such turmoil, the vote you cast 
in this election may be your last. You might as well 
make it a good one — if you vote at all. 
Everyone's talking about the "gender gap" and 
how it will affect the election, but they should be 
concerned with the "voter gap." Only about a 
third of the eligible voters in this country vote. 
And the voter gap is at least partially due to the 
gap between the ears of most of the candidates. 
They are dull, unimaginative and downright 
boring. Just look at the two front-runners, Fritz 
and Ron. 
Now Fritz (Waller Mondale), the most popular 
democratic candidate, is a man whose greatest 
asset, according to his campaign manager, is that 
he "dares to be cautious." In other words, Fritz is 
a fence-straddler, and he's damn proud of it. 
In a nationally televised debate on PBS, voters 
got to see just what a daring he-man Fritz really is. 
Mondale, throwing caution to the wind, said that 
John Glenn was full of baloney. Yes, that's what 
he said, baloney. 
This guy Fritz shows no mercy, no quarter. 
Washington Post TV critic Tom Shales said that 
sine* the: fTV debate was so successful, the can- 
didates should-appear on other TV  programs. 
Shales reco ended " a ily Feud." 
Don't be surprised if you turn on your TV and 
see Richard Dawson giving Fritz a peck on the 
cheek as he turns to the answer board . . . 
"Survey says ..." 
"Baloney!" 
While Fritz is cautious, Ramblin' Ronald 
Reagan jumps in head first with both guns blazing. 





Hollywood western days. 
But Ron's the only man alive that ca'n whup up 
on that orn'ry critter Fritz. Ron knows that this 
here White House ain't big enough for the two of 
'em. So Bonzo's buddy is back in the saddle, and 
he's 'a aimin' for his second term. 
But what can a patriotic, if not slightly bored, 
voter do to voice displeasure, with the , cur-rent, 
schemeof.things?   ,    ^J^l^/^l:'/^: 
One alternative is to abandon the mainstream of 
politics and vote for a candidate whose values, or 
lack of them, would have a positive effect on the 
campaign, it can't hurt anyway. 
As a public service, 1 offer a list of candidates 
for your consideration. I offer these in the hope 
that such a senseless and futile act on our part will 
send a message to politicians everywhere — WE 
ARE BORED. 
Possible write-in candidates for the 1984 
presidential election: 
► Julio iglesias > 
► Boy George 
* The entire TV3 Action News team 
► Andre the Giant 
► Floyd the Barber 
► Ron Carrier 
*■ Jerry Garcia 
► Todd "he's like a god" Banks 
•* Other 
# 
«J°iC'.S?1.d me ,he name of you' favorite 
presidential hopeful, and please enclose a list of 
reasons why your candidate would make the best 
uTmail l° Tim Arn0ld, The Breeze' cam' 
nl A     »J-,-1:      "     "~"T~     i .   - J U ,i ,i i1.3 
aril ajUn'°r ""WifoSin communkiHeH 
™ ■ —   ■■ ■ — '  "- 
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Readers' Forum 
"How do you feel about having 
class officers?" 
"1 think it would 
be a good idea. It 
would give each class 
more unity and help 





"1 fail to see a pur- 
pose in it. It would be 





"Well, 1 think it's 
a good idea because it 





"I think it's impor- 
tant. It's good to 
have each class 
represented. Each 
class has different 
needs and it's good to 





"It would give 
underclassmen more 






Compiled by-Cathy' Sparkman  - 
Pttoiwby Ming^eong- *» 
Failure 
Not all failing students are 'goof-offs' 
fo the editor: 
I'm very disappointed in the recent decision of 
the Faculty Senate to change present policy concer- 
ning course repetition. Rather than substituting the 
grade earned from repeating a course, the Senate 
proposes to take an average of the two grades. 
1 understand your motive, but I strongly oppose 
your reasoning. I'm sorry to contradict you, but 
not all students who fail are "goof-offs!" 
I cannot think of anyone who intentionally fails 
a class. If there are such people, they need more 
help than what this university could offer. Yes, 
there are people who fail to place the necessary em- 
phasis in their studies, but the grade they receive is 
a just penalty. 
How about the student who makes a serious ef- 
fort and fails? Does the failure rating reflect his ef- 
fort? NO! 
How about the serious student, who is planning 
to continue studying on the graduate level, and 
wants to replace that C? Believe it or not, 
students do not enjoy repeating classes, especially 
in the summer! 
I believe there is an important aspect you have 
all overlooked — yourselves! Could you be a 
source or contributor to some of those poor 
grades? The answer is YES! 
For various reasons, there are some faculty 
members who do not have their heart into their 
work, including those placed in a certain class to 
their displeasure. There are some instructors with 
extremely high failure rates and the departments 
tend to ignore such situations. If you do not 
believe me, ask any business major. 
You base a quality education on a doctorate 
degree, to all of you — FALSE! It's not the degree 
that counts, it's what one does with the degree. 
Some of you place a large emphasis on new texts. 
The success of education lies within the process — 
not the materials. 
And lastly, in case you forgot, we pay $4,000 a 
year to attend this university. If we are willing to 
pay more to repeat a course, that's our right. So 
remember you are not just dealing with our grades, 
but also the money that comes from our wallets — 
not yours! 
John E. Roane, Jr. 
junior 
political science / Spanish 
Faculty should seteadernic policy 
To the editor 
I'm sure we all have heard more than enough by 
now on the topic of whether to keep F grades in a 
student's QPA. However it's hard to let pass the 
arguments presented by Dr. Holdridge and Ms. 
Stuck in your last issue. 
First of all, it should be quite transparent that 
Dr. Holdridge's examples of professors having 
dissertation proposals or articles rejected the first 
time around are simply not comparable to a stu-. 
dent receiving an F for an entire course. 
In those examples, the professor's work has not 
been judged F quality, but perhaps only C or B 
quality, where higher quality? however, is demand- 
ed for acceptance. If the professor's work were 
truly F quality, he or she would indeed most likely 
never have gotten an advanced degree of any kind. 
As to Ms. Stuck's contention that under the new 
plan no one would ever know a student has been 
able to rebound and do A work is just not true. 
Under the new plan — just like our current system 
— an interested personnel officer can look at the 
transcript to see individual grades received in each 
course. The only difference is the proposed plan 
would have the QPA accurately reflect the quality 
of a student's performance in all courses. 
A final, but important point, is the faculty made 
a decision on this matter. After consultation with 
their departments and after more than two sessions 
of thorough discussion, the duly elected represen- 
tatives voted overwhelmingly in the Faculty Senate 
for the new plan. 
Traditionally, it's the duty and prerogative of 
the faculty, and faculty alone, to set academic 
policy. I hope the entire university community will 
feel satisfied that a full and reasonable hearing has 
been given to this matter and will abide by the 
faculty's decision. 
Dr. Wade Wheelock 
department of philosophy and religion 
Stray Cats surely rock 'n' roll 
To the editor 
I'd like to respond to Mark Norton's letter in 
the Feb. 6 issue of The Breeze concerning 
UPB's destruction of rock 'n* roll., 
Norton seems to have a firm grasp of what 
rock V roll isn't. Unfortunately, he didn't 
enlighten us as to what rock *n' roll is. 
He claims Three Dog Night and Neil Young 
don't produce real rock. Due to the changing 
face of rock over the past 20 years, this claim 
may have some support. 
However, to attack the Stray Cats as not be- 
ing representatives of rock 'n' roll is ridiculous. 
Perhaps you don't like their hairstyle, or make- 
up or earrings, but their music is rock V roll as 
it was meant to be. The music they produce is 
simple'ana" pure without heed for synthesizers H 
or other special effects we hear so much of in to- 
day's music. 
Granted, the Stray Cats have been picked up 
on by the "teen-pop crowd" and the majority 
of these kids don't remember pre-Saturday 
Night Fever music. Whether the audience 
knows it or not, they are listening to, dancing to 
and perpetuating pure rock 'n' roll. The Stray 
Cats are a direct throwback to the 1950s. I think 
even Norton will admit the 1950s signaled rock 
•n' roll's birth. 
Maybe UPB isn't booking your favorite 
groups, but they certainly aren't killing rock *n' 
roll. So let's give UPB some credit and enjoy 
some good old-fashioned rock on Feb. 16. 
il'. •   >i   ti   >'•' 
.-'• 
Barry A. Cox 
sophomore 
--marketing i i 
.«m*< 
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Marines to pull out of Beirut 
WASHINGTON — President Reagan an- 
nounced a plan to gradually withdraw the U.S. 
Marines from Beirut Tuesday. 
Hours after the new "rules of engagement" 
were imposed from Reagan's vacation retreat in 
California, pro-Syrian militia began bombar- 
ding Beirut. 
In response, the USS New Jersey, with the 
world's largest guns afloat, fired on the militia 
positions with 16-inch shells. The Voice of 
Lebanon radio said the fire destroyed eight 
rebel gun emplacements. 
The action was evidence that the United 
States is ready to use its firepower in support of 
the tottering government of President Amin 
Gemayel   despite   the   phased   pullback   of 
Marines to waiting offshore ships. 
Of the nearly 1,500 Marines in and around 
Beirut, 500 are to be withdrawn to the ships 
over the next month. The others will be pulled 
out in phases according to a schedule still to be 
worked out. 
Reagan made the withdrawal decision a week 
ago in a written national security directive, 
deputy White House press secretary Larry 
Speakes said Tuesday. 
U.S. officials then sold the plan to Gemayel 
and the final go-ahead was given by Reagan 
Tuesday. 
Reagan said the United States "will stand 
firm to deter those who seek to influence 
Lebanon's future by intimidation." 
At the same time, he said that U.S; Army 
training for Lebanese military units, particular- 
ly in anti-terrorist tactics, will be intensified. 
The president shifted U.S. strategy to permit 
naval guns and warplanes to strike at Syrian- 
backed factions even if American forces have 
not come under attack. Until now, the Marines 
fired in self-defense, with the ships authorized 
to join in the retaliation. 
The decision followed the evacution by 
Marine helicopters of non-essential American 
embassy personnel and their dependents from 
Beirut in what the State Department called a 
"prudent response" to fighting in Beirut. 
Olympics begin 
in Sarajevo 
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia — 
The 1984 Winter Olympic 
Games were officially opened 
Wednesday. 
After the flame was lit by 
19-year-old Yugoslav figure 
skater Sanda Dubravcic, hun- 
dreds of balloons, flocks of 
doves and colored smoke filled 
the cold, hazy sky over Kosevo 
Stadium. 
The capacity crowd warmly 
greeted the 1,500 athletes from 
a record 49 countries during the 
traditional entry march, but 
saved its loudest applause for its 
own, the 75-member Yugoslav 
team. 
Loud cheers also rang out as 
the United States' team, clad in 
suede jackets and blue jeans 
with red cuffs, marched around 
the stadium track waving white 
cowboy hats. 
For the next 11 days, Sara- 
jevo holds center stage. This is 
the second time the Olympics 
have been held in a communist 
country. The 1980 Summer 
Games were in Moscow. 
The Olympics actually began 
Tuesday with six hockey games. 
The U.S. team lost its first game 
to Canada, 4-2. 
Former Iranian 
general killed 
PARIS — Two gunman shot 
and killed the leading military 
figure in pre-revolutionary Iran 
and his brother on a Paris street 
Tuesday. 
G ho lam Ali Oveissi, a former 
four-star general once known as 
"the butcher of Tehran," and 
his   brother   Gholam   Hosein 
Oveissi, a former army colonel, 
died instantly after being shot in 
the head. 
Oveissi, army chief of staff 
under the late Shah Mohammed 
Reza Pahlavi, was the last 
military governor of Tehran in 
monarchist   Iran. 
No one has claimed respon- 
sibility for the killings, but 
former officials of the late shah 
immediately blamed the deaths 
on the Iranian government of 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. 
Astronauts make 
first untethered 
walk through space 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. 
— Two American astronauts 
left the safety of their shuttle 
Tuesday and flew unrestrain- 
ed, a first in space history. 
Bruce McCandless, then 
Robert Stewart, unhooked 
their lifelines and slowly rose 
up and away from the space 
shuttle Challenger, carried by 
a $10 million rocket-powered 
backpack. 
Never before in 59 space 
walks — 46 American and 13 
Soviet — had a man ventured 
out without a lifeline. 
El Salvador aid 
tied to progress 
in human rights 
WASHINGTON — The 
House approved legislation 
Tuesday tying continued U.S. 
aid to El Salvador with im- 
provements in that nation's 
human rights policies. 
The legislation would re- 
quire   that   the   Reagan   ad- 
ministration certify biannual - 
ly that the government in El 
Salvador is making "a "con- 
certed and significant effort" 
to guarantee human rights to 
its citizens. 
The bill would also condi- 
tion U.S. military aid on pro- 
gress in land reform in El 
Salvador, on negotiations 
with communist-led guerrillas 
and on evidence that the 
government was seriously in- 
vestigating the deaths of 
Americans in the country. 
During a congressional 
recess last December, Presi- 
dent Reagan used a pocket 
veto — a legislative device 
under which legislation dies 
without a presidential 
signature — to kill an iden- 
tical El Salvador certification 
measure. 
Drinking age 
bill headed ,~. 
for House floor 
WASHINGTON,  D.C. — 
States would have two years 
to comply with  a proposed 
new national minimum drink- 
ing age of 21 years under 
legislation headed toward 
House floor action. 
The measure, adopted 
Tuesday by the House Energy 
and Commerce Committee, 
would prohibit bars and li- 
quor stores from selling 
alcoholic beverages to anyone 
under 21. 
States would enforce their 
own laws. The federal govern- 
ment would enforce the 
21 -year standard in states that 
declined to go along. 
The Reagan administration 
opposes the legislation, claim- 
ing  the  setting  of drinking 
ages is solely a state respon-   * 
sibility. 
Missing uranium 
to be explained 
WASHINGTON — The 
Energy Department was asked 
Monday to prepare a public 
report explaining how 1,700 
pounds of uranium — enough 
to make 85 atomic bombs — 
disappeared from a Tennessee ^ 
nuclear weapons plant. 
Man to be charged 
with murder of five women 
NEWPORT NEWS - A man charged 
with the murder of a Hampton woman will 
be charged with the recent slayings of four 
other women on the Virginia Peninsula, 
authorities said Tuesday. 
Syvasky L. Poyner, 27, will remain jailed 
without bond while authorities decide 
whether to charge him by warrant or grand 
jury indictment. 
The prosecutors said that in each case 
Poyner will be charged with capital 
murder, which carries a possible death 
sentence. 
The slayings of the five women occurred 
in Newport News and the nearby cities of 
Hampton and Williamsburg over an 11-day 
period beginning Jan. 23. 
House committee 
rejects seat belt law 
RICHMOND — A House committee 
Monday refused to buckle under to figures 
showing that lives might be saved by forc- 
ing people to buckle up. 
It rejected a bill that would have required 
motorists in the front seats of cars to wear 
seat belts or face a fine of $10 to $25. 
The bill isn't dead. After the committee 
voted 10-8 not to approve it, a motion to 
kill it failed on a 9-9 tie vote. 
